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Where f l e x i b i l i t y makes the difference
Nir-Or Ltd. is a member of the IMCO group: developers and integrators of a spectrum of technologically
advanced defense products, systems and components.
Nir-Or’s activities include displays, video products, ruggedized computers, controllers and a variety of
other solutions. Always looking ahead, Nir-Or has a pipeline of new products, many with unique features.
Nir-Or is a qualified supplier to the Israel Defense Forces and Ministry of Defense.
Founded in 1986, Nir-Or today has approximately 70 employees, including engineers and developers with
extensive experience in working one-on-one with customers to meet their requirements. Highly motivated,
the Nir-Or employee is a teamworker, interacting with other specialists to optimize the customization
process and ensure the most stringent quality control.
A continuous drive for excellence is the essence of Nir-Or’s tradition and corporate culture.

Just tell us.

What you need is what you get.

Partnering together to develop precise solutions
At Nir-Or every order for a display, ruggedized computer or a variety of other computerembedded defense products--Is a special order.
While we willingly produce standard solutions, our differentiator is our readiness to go far beyond
by working with your engineers and designers to develop a specified product to your requirements.
Yet the price is always competitive, and delivery on time. We use the latest components and
elements available on the market to save you high production costs and delays.
Customized development, professional assembly and dedicated support. The Nir-Or
way of delivering value and quality.

Just ask us.

What you expect is what we deliver.
The best recommendation: satisfied, repeat customers.

Our expertise has been tested time and again, as have the results. Our solutions have performed
in systems that have operated under the most challenging combat conditions.
We are a level A supplier qualified by the Israel Defense Forces and Ministry of Defense.
Our products have been incorporated into defense systems deployed in modern armies
worldwide.
We are an ISO-9001 qualified company. In process for AS9100 qualification and
meet other international standards.

Light Your Future with Critical Products for Defense

A variety of defense components and
products for airborne, tank/armored vehicle
and naval applications.
Displays:
CDU/KDU MFD Monitors
Smart MFD Special orders

Computers
DU

Mission

Display

NAV

In the pipeline: Airborne displays, APC, ground and naval MFDs.

In the pipeline: Airborne mission computer and display,
armored vehicle multiple matrix unit

Video:

Communication Converters:

Recorders
Multiplexers
Matrix – DVI, Analog, VGA
In the pipeline: ruggedized video recorder,

Serial converters
Protocol converters
FOT - Fiber Optic Terminal
In the pipeline: MIL-STD 1553 to RS422 converter

embedded recording feature.

Controllers:
Command and Control consoles
Electronic tank equipment
In the pipeline: Armored vehicle transmission digital controller

Advantages that make the difference
Displays
Virtually all applications, size and weight
Range of technologies including:
-

LCD High Definition
Special glass processing
Backlight and driver
User-friendly alpha-numeric keys for
night vision and pilots
- In-house developed control processing
- Graphic card designed not to
overload communications.

Integrated system
for Armored Vehicles
Driver and fighter displays
System computer including mission, video switching,
monitoring and recording capabilities
Voice management
Upgradable capabilities

Video
Key complementary/supplementary products and solutions
Nir-Or video recorder deployed on all Israel Navy vessels.
Added value to displays.
Standalone model available
Flexible adaptation to all video standards protocols.

Ruggedized Computers:
Compatible with standard PC
Standardized state-of-art connection electronics
Special solutions: monitoring and control for UAVs,
airborne simulators for helicopters and more.
Flexible configuration for processing , interface products,
video processing.

Controllers:
Electronic control
Power
Engine control

Monitoring control consoles for large electronic systems
Various platforms interface control

Just challenge us.

When you demand, we are ready.
A team selected for responsiveness.

Fifty percent of our employees are electronic and software engineers with rich experience in defense development.
Our corporate offices, are designed for cooperation – for joining forces to get the job done right, on time and
within budget.
Just inspect us. Discover world-class facilities and labs
Our facilities are designed to deliver the best products. Experienced integrators are trained to work with the
greatest accuracy, verified stringently by Quality Assurance standards that meet international requirements.
Our developers enjoy the highest level of technological support to design your customized product.
You also benefit from the fact that we always have a stock of components, so replacements
and repairs can be made in a timely and cost-effective manner.

We do it better by working together—it’s all under one roof.
Engineers and software developers for customized design
Laboratory prototype testing
Production, final assembly, including stringent QA, environmental testing and integration
Flexible, built-in growth potential for future-proof products
Modern stockroom

